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ABSTRACT

How do the 'various traffic flew factors effect the 
level of automobile esdiaust expelled into Our atmosphere?
An answer to this question would provide some basis for 
making economic and community health decisions relative to 
air pollution.

In an attempt to quantify some of these factors a 
model for a single vehicle is defined and simulated on a 
digital computero Among other things the simulation shows 
that the inclusion of an ill-time traffic signal between 
two synchronized signals can increase.pollution for that, 
system by more than an order of magnitude. These and other 
results of the simulation provide a basis for study of. a ■ 
more extensive model which utilizes vehicle.distributions 
as inputs, A ease study is discussed In which a range of 
red times per cycle -is selected -so as to minimize the 
vehicle emissions for the input distributions.

will



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is.an initial step into a quantitative 
investigation of some traffic flow factors and their rela
tionship to automobile exhaust emission,, The balance of 
this chapter is devoted to the establishment of a common 
background in the historyg developmente and current status 
of work in vehicle emissions*

1*1 Summary of Air Pollution 
Th© literature over the past fifteen to twenty years 

is quite well documented with research and findings on th© 
air pollution problem* Probably, the first major explora
tion of this problem was the work undertaken by the.County 
of Los Angeles in 1946* At that time the Los Angeles area 
was plagued by a foggy, smelly, eye irritating atmosphere* 
The source of this problem was then believed to b@ the 
numerous smoke stacks from manufacturing and refining com
panies, from heating and power plants and finally the back 
yard incinerators* The county began to impose ordinances
to control these sources of pollution* By 1951, these

■

sources were well under control, but the air pollution



problem had not Improved, It was at about this time that 
Haagen^Smit proved that the exhaust from vehicle engines 
contained, among other things, hydrocarbons that under the 
right atmospheric conditions were oxidised to form the
irritating and visible haze for which Los Angeles is

 ̂i»3yinfamouso According to the most recent estimates,
reactants emitted by vehicles represents 90% of the pollu
tants in the Los Angeles atmosphere*

During the intervening years much work has been and 
is being done in the investigation of the problem. Gasoline 
additives have been- tested and selected'for improved effi
ciency within the engine. Exhaust and crankcase devices 
have been developed and tested for "us®/

1,2 Health and Economic. Interest 
Eye irritation is oh© of the outward manifestations 

of smog that any casual observer can detect. It is cited 
by medical authorities as bothersome, although apparently 
not harmful. There are other aspects of smog, however, 
that appear to be more serious'from a health standpoint,. . 
British medical authorities indicate a correlation between 
high concentrations of ©tmosphereie pollution and morbidity 
and mortality amongst chronic bronchitis.sufferers. This 
can be indirectly converted into economic terms in light of
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the fact' that a full 10% of all periods of absence from

(11)work in England is due to bronchitis0
Closer to home and potentially more serious is the 

existence of an extensive background of medical evidence 
supporting the contention that urban air pollution plays a 
role in the ineidenee'of lung cancer0 Similar scientific 
data is available to demonstrate that air pollution defin- 
itely aggravates existing respiratory problems,

Damage to salable vegetation is a problem that can 
b© directly identified and evaluated economically. In 1949 
the economic price tag placed on loss to Los Angeles area 
farmers was placed at near % million d o l l a r s , T h i s  
cost increases directly with the pollution level. These 
losses or reductions in income are the direct and easy 
costs to calculate,' What of the many less obvious costs 
of pollution and the costs of pollution control? The cost 
to a homeowner in a high pollution area includes terms 
corresponding to increased house- mint ©nance costs 9 
increased"costs for larger volumes of housekeeping supplies', 
increased'costs for vegetable® resulting from smog induced 
vegetable' shortages, and a .decrease in local property 
values. Evaluation of cost in these terms is a highly 
complicated problem because of the complex interaction of 
these economic factors, This is an area which has com© 
only recently under study by economists,(16,23)

I



Another measurable e©s£ in air pollution is the 
epst incurred in.the control of smog itself9 which in turn 
decreases damage to individuals6 The Los Angeles County 
Air Pollution Control District estimates' that in excess of 
'3/4 billion dollars have been spent in that area in the 
past twenty years in the control- of pollution. These costs 
go directly back to the Individual in terms of. higher

(9)prices and higher taxes.
The'ramifications of the economic problems caused 

by air pollution have hardly been touched ©n to date. It - 
has only been recently that economists have .taken a 'serious- 
look at the complexity of the -problem and have begun to 
consider how air pollution control fits in to the national 
economic-picture,

There are several results of air pollution that are 
discussed by Ridker from an economic standpoint, .He feels 
that these results are in some manner measurable in terms 
of dollars. These include the cost forced upon the Individ^ 
ual in the form of increased taxese property depreciation^ 
cleaning supplies and so forth. There are also some intang-® 
ible psychological factors involved that ate less easily 
measured in terms of dollars, Using'Lesoum©es
t h e o r y ^ it is possible to define a utility function for 
the community,, as influenced by air pollution.



Lesoume defines the utility function U, as a func
tion of the individual satisfactions S^f for each of the m 
individuals of the community. Thus

U = u(sls s2, •••, sif •••, sm)
The satisfaction of an individual is itself a func

tion of several factors. Relative to air pollution these 
might be such things as: the influence of a clear, clean
atmosphere, a^; the effects of air pollution on health, 
h^; and the general feeling of cleanliness, k^. Thus a sat
isfaction function for the K-th individual would be

SK = SK ^a» %)

To utilize Lesourne's theory, it is necessary to 
establish cost constraints relative to air pollution. 
Consider:

Costs C = C(C^, Cg, •••, Cn) where
C^ = taxes paid by individual diverted to air pollu 

tion control
C^ = property value decrease due to air pollution
C^ = price change for produce
C = costs of house cleaning supplies 4
C^ = costs of house maintenance
C^ = price changes caused by manufacturer air pollu 

tion
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Thus$' using Lesourne's theory it is .possible to 

treat the defined utility function as an analytic function$ 
capable of being optimised over the various factors sub® 
jeet to the constraints of.C,.a fixed income for the indi® 
viduaIs g and some measure of potential pollution4 say 
vehicle miles traveled, per day in the""'community,

le3 Methods of Control
The current and most effective means of pollution 

control to date is the requiring of control devices on 
vehicles. These devices include the already required 
crankcase bldwby•device which is capable.of reducing 
pollutants emitted by 40%* when operating properly. Addi® 
tionally, federal law requires that all new 1968 model ears 
be equipped with exhaust control devices. These devices 
decrease the pollutants emitted through either catalytic 
action or recirculation and burning techniques. Although 
effective' when new* these devices require maintenance. In 
addition* with the current, exception of California* older 
ears need not be equipped with such devices. The point to 
to© made is that devices can reduce pollution and as such 
are a positive and necessary step towards control. How® 
ever, this portion of the problem is not solved until that 
distant day when the devices are made more efficient and 
near maintenance-free.for the lifetime of a vehicle.
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In view of this $ what other possibilities exist?

The automobile and petroleum industries have-distant hopes 
for improved fuels and engines that could greatly alleviate 
the problem,, In line-with this is the possibility ©f eon-a
verting vehicles to Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) as a fuel, 
Naturally$ there are many sincere proponents of a return to 
■electricity' as a means of eventually inexpensive, pollution 
free* energy for transportation. These solutions•are 
attempts at eliminating-pollution at its source and repre
sent necessary but long range plans which will take some 
time to yeild maximum benefits, / *

Another area that has been investigated is the 
possibility of reducing pollution through selection of an 
optimal driving behavior for a given situation. The idea 
under this concept is to first determine an optimal driv
ing behaviore that is, a driving behavior that will reduce 
the pollutants to a minimum for a given situation, Assum«= 
ing that this supposedly:optimal driving behavior can be 
defined and is reasonable, a major problem, still remains.,
that is, the human factors problem of training and motive-

(25)ting drivers to adhere..to the selected behavior,

1,4 Traffic Control'Factors 
Another possible approach to this problem, and on© 

which has .not been previously considered,- is the selection



of values for various traffic flow factors which will 
effectively cause normal and prudent drivers to drive in a 
manner that will reduce the level of pollutants .emitted. 
Thus, in contrast to the previous technique where the 
driver, was to drive in an optimum manner relative to a 
given situation, this concept places the responsibility on 
the traffic engineer to adjust the control factors so that 
traffic will flow in a manner most effective in terms of 
pollution reduction. It was conceivable that because of' 
a yet undefined tr@de®off between changes in efficiency of 
traffic flow and levels of pollution, the end product of 
such an approach may prove' to be unreasonable, Bonethe® 
less, it appeared that the proposed study merited consid
eration and initial work was begun in that light.

This thesis proposes quantitative investigation 
into the effects of some traffic flow factors on auto
mobile exhaust which, to the best of the .author8 s know
ledge, has never been done. It is hoped that the signifi
cant factors, or-;at least some, can be identified. It is 
realized'that changes in traffic flow for the sake of 
decreasing pollution may have adverse effects on the 
efficiency of traffic flow. These adverse effects will 
also be examined. It is quite possible that the general 
public will someday be required to make a quantitative 
decision on what level of pollution they will tolerate
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before they will aeeept a deereased level, of traffic flow 
efficiency. The value .problem in equating these two. 
areas is .itself a.significant topic, but one that can 
hardly be approached until the traffic flow and pollution 
factors can be related.

This thesis is divided into 4 major parts. Chapter 
two is devoted to the description and definition of a. 
basic model to be used for the analysis to be undertaken 
with a single vehicle in the system. This chapter also 
includes discussion of the ■ assumptions necessary to main«= 
tain reality in the model. The third chapter describes 
the .selection of variables for consideration, and the 
results of the pilot study over the basic model. In 
chapter 4 the model is expanded from consideration of a 
single vehicle to the consideration of two input distri
butions of vehicles applied at two points in the system.
A ease study is discussed. Chapter 5 is a brief discus*= 
sion of results obtained and further extensions of the' 
model.



CHAPTER 2

THE PROBLEM TO.BE MODELED

In ©rd@r to provide a basis for any quantitative 
study of traffic flow factors on vehicle emissions, it is 
necessary to define the situation under study@ Initially, 
the situation selected will be basic, but with the p©ten«= 
tial for further expansion* Thus, this chapter will des«> 
erib© the basic problem to be modeled. This model will be 
used as a computational framework to compare levels of 
pollutants emitted for changes in various traffic flow 
factors,

. The problem to be modeled is that of a driver 
striving to move his vehicle at the posted speed limit, 
so as to pass through a series of synchronised traffic 
lights. To maintain the problem on a manageable, yet mean
ingful level, it is necesbary- to define and limit'many of 
the potential variables involved*

Consider first Main Street* It is a smooth, 
straight and level, paved single-lane street with standard 
8-10 foot shoulders on each side* There are no obstruc
tions on or near the street, except the normal traffic con
trol signs and signals* All incoming streets intersect

10
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Main Street at right anglesg and are controlled so as not 
to interfere with Main Street traffic9 except.as defined 
below* ■ •

A block is the segment of Main Street between two 
consecutive intersections. Each intersection has located 
at it standard traffic signals$ clearly visible to ©n» 
coming traffic. The block is considered to begin at the 
upstream side" of a traffic lightg and to extend to the up= 
stream side of the next light. This relationship is shown 
in Fig, 1, The block,is miles in length* and"is assumed 
to have a constant speed-limit throughout the block.

The traffic flow is assumed to be adequately spaced 
so as to prevent any interaction between vehicles. As such* 
this, assumption reduces the analysis to that of a single 
vehicle moving unobstructed down the street.

Four driving modes are defined, 'These are idle* 
cruise* accelerate and decelerate, A vehicle in the block 
must be in on® of these modes. Each driving mode has'a 
corresponding mission rat©* Ê , and Ê * respec
tively, These emission rates are taken'from the work of 
Way and Fagley^^ and Meeman and Millar, They are
given in weight of pollutants emitted per unit'time. This 
measure" is preferred because it is related more directly 
to the useful work performed by the vehicle engine,
While the mission levels for idling* acceleration and
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deceleration are nearly constant for a given rate, they do 
vary with changes in the rates. This is particularly true 
for the emission levels during acceleration, which varies 
from as low as .7 pounds per hour for an acceleration rate 
of about 1 mile per hour per second, to a high of about 
1.98 pounds per hour while accelerating at about 5 miles 
per hour per second. The emission level during cruise,
E^, seems to be nearly a linear function of velocity.
These rates are given in Table 1. A graphical representa
tion may also be seen in Fig. 2.

TABLE 1
EMISSION RATES FOR HYDROCARBONS 
EMITTED FROM A TYPICAL VEHICLE

*V is velocity in miles per hour
Driving Modes Rate (Pounds/Hour)
Idle
Accelerate

.16

1 MPH/SEC
2 MPH/SEC 
3-5 MPH/SEC 1.98

.3
(90+2.9988V*) n r 3

.7

.8

Decelerate
Cruise



^Decelerate <-
lb/hr-------- Cruise —

E =(90+2.9988V) 10-3 
________pounds/hour

-o- Idle —G 
E =.16 
■ lb/hr

-Accelerate 
Ea=.8 pounds/ 

hour

Time (Hours)
FIGURE 2

Pollution Rates for Four Modes as Applied 
to a Typical Velocity Profile



In this initial wrk it is neeessaty to limit the 
variables to only those traffic flow factors that may influ 
©ne@ the level of pollutants"-emitted. This is also a neees 
sary step in evaluating the validity of the model. Because 
of this, the driver behavior, is. an area in which initially 
strong; and restrictive assumptions will be made. Every 
effort will be.taken to contain these assumptions within 
the bounds of reality,. A distribution of drivers is 
assumed. At first, let this distribution have a given 
mean and zero variance so"that the drivers can be'relied 
upon to perform as desired. The desired-manner of per® 
fomanee will be characterized as follows? the driver 
accelerates at a uniform rate, that does not change notie® 
ably from" occurence to occurence. For the deceleration, 
rate it is assumed that the driver-will'not begin slowing 
for a red light until,he'is within a reasonable distance 
of the light. The driver then decelerates over the entire 
remaining distance, or until: the light turn's green. 
Acceleration begins immediately at the onset of a green 
signal. When the required deceleration rate would result 
in an .unsafe stop, the driver proceeds through-the light 
at the speed recommended,

it is assumed that the driver is a law abiding and 
safety conscious citizen and does not regularly exceed 
speed limits or run red lights when he could safely stop.
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Further, it is assumed that he desires to reach his des
tination as soon as;practicable, and as such drives at or 
near the recommended speed. Again, it should be pointed 
out, this' trivial distribution of drivers is used only as 
an initial step to withdraw the variability of the driver 
f̂rom the model,

■ The traffic lights are-standard three phase signals 
located at the end of each block. Since the yellow phase 
of a traffic signal is"- nothing more than the elongation -of 
the red phase, these two phases will b© added and considered
throughout as the red phase,' A cycle or period of the
thi light is defined as the .time- lapse between two con
secutive turning greens ©£ that light. The red phase R. 
is simply' that portion of :the"cycle during which the 1th 
signal is red.

The phase offset for th© î *1 signal-is the per
iod of time that the initial green phase- of that -signal is 
offset or delayed from the initial green phase of the 1st 
signal. These relationships are seen in Fig, 3,

The idealized situation to be modeled is two city 
blocks with three lights as shown in Fig, 1, Two blocks 
were selected because, they allow all combinations of the 
traffic flow factors to be studied. Extension of the sit
uation beyond two blocks would only tend to complicate the 
problem without adding to understanding. Thus, the system-
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tth
Signal

1st

Oth
t=0

time(seconds)

FIGURE 3
Phase Offset, Cycle and Red Relationships
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under consideration consists of Main Street9 with signals 
at each intersection6 and inputs at intersection A only.

The lights at. intersection A and C are synchronised 
so that any vehicle that enters intersection A will pass 
through the two blocks and through a green phase as-Inter
section C» subject to the following:

1, The vehicle must enter the intersection at any 
speed not exceeding the reeomnended speed$ and maintain the 
recommended speed throughout the distance,

2, The driver must accelerate at a reasonable and 
(at least idealistically), typical rat®, ■

30 The vehicle must not b© impeded by the signal 
at intersection B0

This synchronisation between signals A and C 
creates essentially a time-distanee or "through68 band 
between these two signals. This band is shorn in Fig, 4, 
The vehicle cmst .remain within this band to ensure unob
structed travel through the intersection, at C, For
all examples in this work the cycle length of the syn
chronized signals , was taken as 70 seconds $ with half of 
that red.

Given this model, it can b© shown that travel at 
any velocity less than the recommended speed will result 
in a greater amount of pollutants being emitted over the 
two block distance, (See Table 2),
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FIGURE 4
Temporal Relationship Between Red Phase 

and Through Band
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TABLE 2

' POLLUTANTS EMITTED FOR VELOCITIES 
LESS THAN RECOMMENDED-SPEED IN A SYSTM '
Average Reeommmded Velocity is 42% MPH "

*Exceeds Recommended Speed'and Requires Stop
Average Velocity (MPH) Hydrocarbons Emitted (Pounds)

20 „014060
30 ,005973
40 ; o005249
42% ■ a 005118.
50* ,010415

Thus9 th® best possible ©mission level that can be attained 
is by having the vehicle move through the blocks at or near 
the recommended speed.

Since the purpose of the model is initially to 
identify the more important traffic -control factors with 
respect to pollution9 there has been no provision for 
drivers who exceed the speed limit or who drive extremely 
slow, A •justification for this provision is simply that 
the traffic engineer does not program his system for these 
exceptions to the general, rule.

Utilising this model and introducing an ill timed 
traffic light at intersection Bg in a system which was pre
vious ly synchronized9'will allow the testing of various of 
these parameters, These traffic control factors may be
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varied to identify those %8hi@h most greatly affect the 
level of emission of pollutantss as compared to the best 
possible pollution level» This is discussed in Chapter 
Three,



CHAPTER 3

SELECTION OF VARIABLES AND PILOT STUDY

301 The Simulation Model 
The model deseribed In Chapter 2 w s  simulated on 

a digital computere This was done to facilitate the per® 
foraanee ©£ the thousands of calculations necessary to 
evaluate a limited range ©f variablese The simulation 
itself was a 'basic and general model, capable of easy 
expansion to handle the model outlined in Chapter 2i The 
logic flowchart and computer listing are shown in Appendix 
A and Bs respect ively„

3.2 Variables Considered 
The basic model presented in Chapter 2 has numer

ous variables worthy Of study in this' problem. These 
variables included9'but were not limited to, such things as 
speed limit (the recommended'speed), the acceleration and 
deceleration'rates $'' spacing between intersections and the 
entry time into the system at intersection A. Of importance 
primarily at intersection B.ar® the timing and synehronisa® 
tien of that light, Including the phase offset from the 
signal at A, the cycle length, and the red time. It should

22



be kept in mind that the literature'is devoid of any refer
ence to similar work. Thus $ there is no prior work upon 
which to_base the selection of manipulated variables9 or 
their ranges. . •

It was initially decided that although recommended 
speed was a variable worthy of investigation* it did not 
appear particularly interesting nor pertinent to the analy
sis proposed in the basic model. Thus * typical speed 
limits were selected and used throughout this investigate 
tion. Similarly the distance* between intersections was 
bypassed as a variable for study* allowing the selection of. 
again typical values for use throughout the problem.

Deceleration''rate was bypassed as a variable for 
direct study. This"was due primarily to the fact that pre
liminary work had indicated deceleration rat©-was apparently 
only a minor contributor to the overall pollution level.
By making''this simplification It hot only bypasses the prob
lem of using' a desired deceleration rat© for a driver, but 
gives the added capability of considering, instead* the 
deceleration"distance for drivers. The deceleration dis
tance is defined as the 'distance over which, an individual 
driver will select to decelerate when confronted with a 
distance red light* for given traffic conditions. While 
this variable is essentially the same as deceleration rate* 
it is more directly observable- in the field.
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The factors thep considered in the initial pilot 

simulation were: Malting time at two levels. The values
used were sero seconds wait and 5 seconds wait. The effect 
of a zero second wait was to allow the vehicle to enter the 
first intersection at the recommended velocity. The five- 
second waiting time caused the vehicle to wait at the light 
for 5 seconds until it turned green9 and then to aee@ler=> 
ate to the recommended velocity. The cycle length was the 
next variable considered. It was examined at four levels$ 
from 50 to 80 seconds9 in 10 second intervals,' These wet© 
used to insure considerations of various lengths of cycles$ 
equal to and near the synchronized cycles of the through 
band.

Phase offset was varied over the range from 10 to 
70 seconds. Red time was selected to be tested at .5. 
second Intervals from■10 to 45 seconds,. The acceleration 
rates were tested in increments of 1 mile per hour per 
second from 1 to 5 mph per second, '

To insure consideration of vehicles ■ entering, the 
system at"various times in the cycle„ a vehicle was allowed 
to enter every 5 seconds during the green period at - inter™ 
section A, ' This effectively was assuming uniform .arrivals 
over the green period. This variable was considered as 
entry tim@8 and was- to test the importance of time of entry 
into this simple system.
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3,3 Results of the Pilot Study 
One of the first observations made about the pilot 

study was the magnitude of variation possible in levels of 
emissions. For a single vehicle passing through the system, 
the ©mission level can range from about ,0055 pounds of 
pollutants up to about ,012? pounds. The only factor that 
is different in these two eases is the condition of the 
ill=synehr©nized center light. The worst ease, of course, 
represents a vehicle that is stopped at the center■signal, 
and then stopped at the last signal.

This initial observation motivated further inter® 
est in the effects of the timing and phasing at the center 
light. The first factor considered was phase offset. To 
do this, the cycle length was set at 50.seconds and the 
volume of pollutants emitted by a vehicle were computed 
for each of the- phase offsets from 10 to 50 seconds, taken 
in 10 second increments. These are plotted in Fig, 5, 
part (a). As a comparison, the computations were repeated, 
except using cycle lengths of 60 and 70. seconds (Pig, 5
(b) and (c)", ■ respectively).

Interpretation of the plots is facilitated if it 
is realized that the vertical axis is pollution level,, and 
that ,0055 pounds is the lowest emission level achievable." 
under any circumstances. This level represents'a vehicle 
passing through the system unobstructed.
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FIGURE 5

Hydrocarbons Emitted by a Vehicle Passing 
Through the System for Various Phase Offsets.
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Inspection of Fig„ 5(a) shows that by increasing 

the cycle length to 60 seconds 9 there is notieable decrease 
in the volumes of pollutants emitted®

Further extension of the cycle length to 70 seconds 
gives even more impressive results® It is .observed that, 
when the center signal has the same signal length as the 
synchronised signals9 there is no interruption of traffic 
flow except under the more grossly phased conditions® In 
this ease the phase offset of either 10® or 50® seconds 
are the only conditions that increase.the emission level® 
Further consideration of this point brought the realize® 
tion that for a single vehicle in the system, no reason® 
able cycle length would produce results better than those 
of a synchronised cycle that was properly offset from the 
first signal®

The pilot .study also 'Succeeded in demonstrating the 
fact that too many variables had been studied initially®
Thus 9 trying to consider automobile pollution from a 
traffic engineer9® standpoint, less important or less inter® 
©sting variables were rejected® This In fact resulted in 
setting these variables at somewhat typical levels,' then 
holding them constant throughout®

Another result of the pilot run was to drop the 
acceleration rate as a variable for consideration, it was<*9>
not because this variable was not important8 but that its
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©ffeets were generally :uniform,, although displaced slightly 
for each, accleration rate, .The ©ffeets were caused-more by 
the changes in emission rates9’ than by any difference in 
whether or not the rates caused much change in the velocity 
profile. Fig, 6 is a presentation.of typical results for 
an average vehicle passing through the system for a fixed 
red period ©f 42 seconds' per cycle,. Curve A represents the 
system with the light (signal) at intersection-B synchron
ized with' the other ' lights in 'the system with respect t© 
cycle length and phase offset. Curves B and C represent . 
n©n-synchroniz©d signals at intersection B of 80= and 60- 
second cycles respectively.

Consider first the ill-synchronized system depicted 
in curves B and C, (Fig* 6) Between the acceleration 
rates of 1 and 2 MPH/S@e the.overall.level of pollutants 
emitted iis decreasing^ although the ©mission rate is 
increasing, Thuss the slightly higher emission rate is 
more than offset by the decrease in acceleration time. 
Between the acceleration rates of 2 and 3 MPH/See the con
verse is true due to the more rapid increase in the. emis
sion rate,' Finally between 3 and 5 MPH/See the level of 
pollutants emitted again decreases. This is a.direct 
result of the decreased time in the acceleration modes at 
these rates. The difference between the B and C curve is 
due to the differences in red time per cycle,' Consider
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the through band at intersection B. On the average, Curve 
B represents 52% of the through band red on any cycle, 
while Curve C represents 70% of a through band as red per 
cycle. While the increased pollution level for the higher 
percentage of red time is certainly to b© expected, prior 
to this point no apparent effort has been mad© to quantify 
this relationship. Curve A represents a signal.at inter® 
section B that is synchronized with respect to cycle length 
and phase offset, but retaining the same fixed red time per 
cycle as used in the other two curves. The result of the 
synchronization for Curve A is that only 6% of the time is 
the-signal red during th© through band. Thus, Curve A 
represents a system requiring much less interruption of 
smooth traffic flow. The result of this is the requirement 
for much less acceleration time. The pollution level, as 
might be expected, indicates almost no change in pollution 
due to acceleration rates in a synchronized system.

As a result, the 'acceleration rate was considered 
only at a constant level at 2 HPH/S©e. A further justifi® 
cation in eliminating the acceleration rate as a variable 
to be studied was seen in the fact that acceleration is a 
variable more dependent upon the drivers6 behavior than the 
traffic factors imposed by a traffic engineer, in eon® 
sidering future work in this area it seemed.more productive
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to consider variables readily capable of manipulation by a 
traffic engineer,

. To demonstrate the effects of the amount of red 
time on pollution, the curves in Fig, 7 were developed, 
.These again represent the pollutants emitted by the average 
car in the system, when the center signal is operating at 
60, 70, and 80 second cycles, but for various red times.
The syehronlzed and in phase signal.on a 70 second cycle 
will provide the minimum interruption of the traffic flow 
and emission levels as'.,shown in Fig, .5, Curve A indicates 
this in the volume' of pollutions emitted. This level 
remains at the minimum possible until the red time exceeds 
35 seconds, and in fact finally interrupts the synchronized 
through band. Curves B and C are increased with the amount 
of red time per cycle. Again, the difference between the 
60 and 80 second cycle is that a given red time represents 
a smaller percentage of red time per cycle for the longer 
cycle. Thus, as the cycle lengths decrease, the percentage 
of time that traffic would be stopped increases.

At this point, as a combined result of studying the 
acceleration rates and the red time, it was realized that 
the cycle length would be of little importance in itself. 
Over some finite number of cycles, the effects of the cycle 
length would average out, and could thus be considered as 
a constant. For the system depicted in Fig, 6 the finite
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rmmber of cycles required was only seven. Thus, the cycle 
length was selected to be the same as that of the synchron
ized system between intersection' A and G. An integral 
part of this selection was the necessity that the cycle 
length be properly in phase with the through band, as any 
deviation from this would grossly disrupt the through band. 
This was shown in Fig. 5.

The effect of waiting time was quite noticeable, 
but not particularly interesting. The results varied pri
marily in the fact that the 5 second waiting period required 
the vehicle to accelerate from zero to the recommended 
velocity.' The waiting period had little if any noticeable 
effects on th© system beyond the initial.period of acceler
ation. The'mission level with no wait was the familiar 
.0055 pounds. When waiting time and the increased neces
sity for accelerating'is considered,' the rate increases to 
a new minimum of .0094 pounds.

The use of.entry time into the system was of ho 
importance in the basic model. If did, however, serve as 
an improvement in the simulation model that subsequently 
proved useful when utilizing the simulation in the expand
ed model.
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3.4 Observations from the Basie Model

Consider the problems of coordinating the timing of 
traffic lights in a system consisting of several short 
blocks8 with lights at each intersection. The two general 
techniques for linking the signals along a route of this 
type are: -

1. Simultaneous system. In this system, all the 
lights along a route are timed together, each turning to 
the same color at the game time. A characteristic of this 
type system is that it encourages speeding by drivers try= 
ing to get through as many intersections as possible before 
the light changes. A velocity profile of such a system 
might look similar to that of Fig. 8.

2. Progressive System. In this technique, the 
cycle and red time for each signal is common, but the phase 
offset for each'successive signal is delayed so that the 
lights turn green in a uniform progressive manner down the 
street. The' lights can be timed to give a desired velocity 
for the traffic. In this system, drivers find that if they 
exceed the speed limit (recommended speed) they will be 
stopped at each signal. This type system is depicted in 
Fig. 9. By placing a.few constraints on these systems, 
then we are in a position to question the effect these two 
signal coordination techniques have on pollution emitted by 
vehicles in the system. ■
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Let us consider the problem under the following 

constraintse First$ it is assumed that a vehicle is t© 
take a given amount of time to travel a specific distance 
in the system, under either method of signal control, .Let 
us select this distance at say, 1 mile to be traversed 
in two and ©ne^half minutes. Intersections will be placed 
at 440 foot intervals, .as shown in Fig, 10, Traffic will 
be assumed sufficiently heavy to limit the driver to a max~ 
imum velocity of about 40 MPH. Thus, 40 MPH will be selee® 
ted as his average cruise speed in the synchronized system. 
Since the driver will be attempting to make as many lights 
as possible, it is reasonable that he will accelerate at a 
fast rate, say 5 HPH/See, Finally, the simultaneous sig~ 
nals will be set at 50 second cycles, with 25 seconds red 
per cycle. With these constraints, the drivers progress . 
through the system might appear as in Fig, 8, The eorres® 
ponding trajectory for the progressive system is as shown 
in Fig, 9, representing an average speed at about 24 MPH, 
Velocity profiles of these two systems are seen in Fig, 10,

Computation shows that hydrocarbons- emitted over 
the system using the simultaneous coordination is ,02131 
pounds, as compared to .01005 pounds over the progressive 
system. The difference between the two is sufficient that 
in the light of the present interest in decreasing air
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pollutions it should be a factor worthy of'consideration 
by the traffic engineer,,

The difference between the two profiles was suffi» 
eienf enough to stimulate further investigation into the 
causes„ The profile for the progressive system has the 
lower.level of contaminant output' due primarily to the 
decrease in occurence of driving in the accelerate and 
decelerate modes$ while the simultaneous system requires 
that considerably more time be spent in these modes„ A 
plot of typical such data is shown in Fig, 11. This is a 
plot of total time in the acceleration and deceleration 
modes versus the total pollutants emitted.ever the system. 
The result is striking and is sufficient to cause sp©eu<= 
lation on the correlation between emission level and 
acceleration nois© for a system.

A plot (Fig 12) of the. total pollutants 'emitted 
versus the total time spent in the system causes conjecture 
that the traffic engineer who can minimize the total time 
for a vehicle in the system may concurrently be minimizing 
the total pollutants emitted.' From Fig. 12'this appears 
to be true for a single vehicle.

If is particularity interesting to note the effect 
on pollution of a 10 second time reduction applied to two 
regions of the Curve. Reduction of 10 seconds in the 
region of 140 seconds will only cause -a. pollution reduction
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of about ,0004 pounds. In comparison, however, this same 
time reduction applied in the vieinty of 90 seconds caused 
a reduction of near ,0024 pounds. Thus it would seem rea
sonable that any-effort applied in this area should be con
centrated on decreasing times on the lower end of the plot* 
Extrapolation of this idea to more than one vehicle is not 
thus far warranted, but certainly intriguing. This point 
will b@ discussed again in Chapter 4 in considering the 
expanded model and ease study.



' CHAPTER 4 

THE EXPANDED MODEL AND A CASE STUDY

401 Description of the Expanded Model 
Thus far the description of the model has been 

pointed toward the formulation of a general9 basic, deter® 
minlstie model of a single vehicle passing through the 
system. This section discusses the next step progression 
of the model.

Consider now the system expanded to include a pot® 
tion of the side street at intersection B, The side street 
is assumed to be considerably smaller than Main Street and 
to carry an accordingly smaller volume of traffic. It is 
further assumed that the side street at B carries much less 
traffic than the streets at intersections A and C, Addi
tionally, vehicle inputs will be allowed from the side 
street, butt all such inputs must either cross Main Street 
and exit, or turn left on Main Street and exit at inter
section C, Inputs may only enter on green lights. The 
basic model considered a single vehicle as the input. This 
model will now consider two distributions of vehicles as 
Inputs to the system. As in the basic model, it is assumed 
there will be no Inputs or losses except at the

43
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intersections$ and these ©eeur on green phases.onlye The 
drivers are still characterized as before with their 
assumed dependabilitye the complication now is that inputs 
waiting at intersection B are aggravating the pollution 
situation caused by the Main Street flow. The .problem for 
consideration then is' to determine the best light condi
tions at intersection B to minimize the total pollutants 
emitted over the entire system for a given input distri
bution.

The input distributions require.some consideration 
and definition. Consider first the Main Street distribu
tion (f ) for vehicles entering at intersection A. What- m
ever the distribution at A may be at time of entry, it is 
transformed by some undefined interaction relationship'as 
it progresses through the system. The characterization of 
this transformation is not trivial. It is.in fact a 
traffic flow and ear-following problem which must take, 
into consideration factors such as individual driving
behavior for the distribution of drivers, and the general

(12) (22) traffic environment. Grace and Potts and Paeey
consider this in their discussion of traffic diffusion
from a signal.

The.individual driving behavior for a driver is in
itself a complex'problem, made up of many factors. Several
that must b® considered are the driver6s desired
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acceleration and deceleration rates8 response times,, 
psychological effects of weather, visibility, environment 
and road conditions,, These factors and several more will 
influence the flow tif traffic through a s y s t e m . » 8 )

Presentation of such an analytical distribution 
would in fact be some form of ear following or traffic flow 
formulation. The scope of such a problem is well beyond 
the purpose Of this paper, and would in fact be a thesis 
topic of some merit itself.

In an attempt to define some meaningful distribu=> 
tion (fm) of vehicle's in the system that would be useful to 
the study, the distribution shown in Fig. 13 was .assumed to 
exist at a point H located some distances upstream from the 
intersection Be The point M is well beyond the first inter
section so the traffic has had the opportunity to respond 
to the various'effecting factors. At the same time, the 
distribution is sufficiently.upstream from the side street 
intersection so as not to be substantially influenced by 
conditions' at that intersection. The distribution is the 
arrival rates of vehicles; at the selected point.

The reasons for 'selecting such a distribution are 
as follows; Consider a light at the first intersection 
which is timed to give ©qua 1 red and green time on each 
cycle. As the light is about to change to green,the 
traffic flow on the Main Street and downstream from the
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the light eonid b© expected to be low or nil. Thus, ears 
will be queueing up at the first intersection. When this 
light turns green$ there will be a surge of traffic start
ing. This will spread initially due to the differences, 
primarily in acceleration rates and habits of the front 
most and unobstructed drivers. Shortly behind these lead 
vehicles will be the bulk of what was the queued up traf
fic. These vehicles can b© expected to be more tightly 
bunched as they represent the initially lead ears, but.with 
slower acceleration habits, the middle of the queue ears, 
and finally the aggressive drivers from the rear of the 
queue who are trying to get through the traffic. After the 
queue has dissipated the traffic can be expected to be. 
somewhat uniform representing ears passing through the 1st 
intersection unobstructed"and at the speed limit.

Casual observation indicates that these assumptions 
are at least not unreasonable. Furthermorec the velocity 
and distribution assumptions are similar, to those'of 
Paeey^^ as described by Grace and Potts.

The side street distribution, f , will be assumed - 
to be uniform over time in that it represents a small 
street serving a residential area.

This expanded model is simulated and discussed in a 
case.study■in Section‘4.4. A brief description of the
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general mathematical model under consideration is given in 
the next section.

4.2 General Mathematical Description of the Model 
The pollutants, 9, emitted from vehicles passing 

through the system can be related in some manner to the 
distribution of vehicles and the signal conditions encoun
tered by the vehicles. Considering the Main Street traffic,
the pollutants emitted can be described as 9 = F(f , T )K m m* g
where is the green time per cycle encountered by the
vehicle distribution. In a similar manner, the expression
for the pollutants attributable to the side street traffic
is 9g * F(f , T ), where T again is used. This is possible ® 8 8
because the green time on Main Street is the red time on 
the side street, and vice versa. The total pollutants 
emitted then are represented by 9 = 9^ + 0^. The problem 
for solution then is to minimize the total pollutants 
emitted in the system.

Min(9 + 0 )T m s
8

The hypothesis is that regardless of the input distribu
tions , fm and fg, the total pollutants emitted can be 
minimized through manipulation and selection of an 
appropriate value for T^.
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4„3 Selection and Description of Test Area
In light of the preceding work in quantifying 

factors contributing to air pollution, it was decided to 
test the effects of varying red times o n'a situation repre
senting the expanded model of Section 4.1* The decision 
was made to apply the model to a.one-way, multilane street 
with one intersecting side street.

The use of a multilane street is an extension from 
the basic model in itself. A multilane flow includes a 
capability'for vehicle passing and dodging, and in general 
has a more complex interaction potential than a single 
lane flow.

An actual area was selected near an intersection in 
Tucson, namely Broadway at Columbus between Alveraori Way an 
and Swan Road, This area is portrayed in Fig. 14. It will 
be immediately conceded' that Broadway is not a one-way 
street and as such is not an idea1 model for the problem. 
However, the area does have advantages that allow somewhat 
reasonable assumptions in support of the selection. It 
might be worth noting that the area first "cam© to mind due 
to the ill-synehronlssation of the light at Columbus and con
jecture as to its effect on pollution.

I

The three- eastbound lanes of Broadway were selec
ted as representative of Main Street in the model. The 
side street of interest .is represented by traffic entering
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on Columbus Avenue to cross or turn and proceed east on 
Broadway, • The other traffic on Broadway was .disregarded,, 
as were the assorted inputs and losses to the system at the 
Intermediate, unsignalized intersections, .

The westbound traffic, as well as turning traffic 
was disregarded'and assumed to have no effect on the "one■ 
way" traffic. This was considered a reasonable assumption 
in view of the fact that this street is divided by a wide 
island. Furthermore, left turn traffic was assumed to not 
interfere" with traffic flow in that left turn lanes are 
provided. The assorted inputs and losses to the system 
were observed to'b© about equal and were neglected.

The arrival rates of Vehicles per 5 second period 
were sampled at point "M81 indicated in Fig, 14, The 
vehicles at this, point had generally stopped accelerating. 
Furthermore, the point seemed to have the qualities pre«- 
viously outlined so th© traffic had diffused from the light 
and was not notieably effected.by th© situation at the 
Columbus intersection. The distribution was observed to be 
generally in th® form of the histogram of Fig, 15, which 
represents 'independent observation on two randomly selected 
days,• Th© data observed over several cycles were combined 
and averaged to yield the'representative distribution. The 
observed data is quit© similar to that observed by Paeey^^
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at a similar distaste© from his inputB The relationship 
between the distribution and the through band is shorn in 
Fig. 16.

Traffic passing the observation point (M) 
assumed-to have all entered the-system on the green light 
at Alvemon. As discussed earliers development of a trans
formation of the traffic flow distribution from the input 
to the observation point was not within the scope of this • 
paper. Thus, it was assumed for ease of handling that the 
input distribution was essentially the same as the observed 
distribution. This- assumption is not unlike, the observa
tions mad© by Paeey.

The flow entering on Columbus was sampled and found 
to be generally uniform at 10 arrivals per minute. Half ' 
of -these vehicles were' observed to cross Broadwaywhile 
half turned and:moved east on Broadway.

The actual distances and speed limits were used$ 
and ar© indicated also' on Fig. 14, The cycle length and 
.green times used for the synchronised signals were those 
actually observed at the Alemon signal while observing the 
distribution of arrivals. 'Cycle length was' 70 seconds, 
with .half of that allocated to green time.

'. It has already been concluded that any timing for 
the center light that is not of equal cycle length and 
properly in phase with the Alvemon light will produce a
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higher level of-pollution.Shaft the synchronized signal for a 
single vehicle* Thus, the problem to be considered for 
solution was an investigation ©f the amount ©f green time 
to be presented to the Broadway traffic on each light cycle 
to minimize the amount of pollutants emitted for the observ
ed input distributions* This criteria of minimum pollu
tants emitted must of course be only a relative minimum, 
subject to the various constraints and assumptions* The 
two most restrictive of these are the assumptions on the 
inputs $ and restrictions on reality* It is entirely con
ceivable that without the constraint requiring reality, the 
solution might indicate an infinite, or at least exces
sively long, green light, on Broadway* The constraint 
accepted then is placing a rang© on the Broadway red time 
from 10 to 60 seconds to be investigated in. increments of 
two seconds*

4*4 Results for the Test Area
The results from the simulation are plotted in Pig*.

17* Curve E represents the total volume of hydrocarbons B '
pollutants emitted for- the distribution on Broadway* . This 
curve, as expected, increases with the amount of red time 
per cycle presented to Broadway* The curve remains nearly 
constant up to about 40 seconds of red time* The reason 
for this is 'that even with 40 seconds ©£'red time per cycle,
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76 percent of the vehicles pass the Columbus intersection 
on the green light $ without having been delayed„ Since in 
this- model a vehicle- which is not delayed is traveling at 
the recommended speed, then it is also emitting pollutants 
at its minimum level.

Curve E represents the volume of pollutants emitted, c
by the distribution of vehicles entering on Columbus,.
Againj, this curve responds as expected,' That Is, as the 
green time presented to Columbus increases8 the level of 
pollutants decreases. In other words, as the green time on 
Columbus increases 9 fewer of the cars must decelerate and 
wait, but pass through on the green signal.

Curve is the sum ©f these two curves and r@pre<=> 
sents the total hydrocarbons emitted by all the vehicles 
passing through the system. It is seen that the Columbus 
emissions are presenting a relatively .greater influence on 
the total until at the point of about 40 'seconds red time 
on Broadway, At this point the increasing red time on 
Broadway causes a rapidly, increasing volume of pollutants 
emitted.

Thus, for the input distribution used, there does 
not appear to be an optimal red time for Broadway, There 
is instead, a rang©' of red time which allows © near mini® 
mum emission level. The maximum red time for this range 
surprisingly falls into the through band. This effectively
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would change the configuration of the through band. The 
finding was interesting from the aspect that it contra® 
dieted the intuitive solution requiring equal red and green 
times at Columbus.

Further experimentation with this model-was con
ducted to determine if there existed a critical input 
volume for Columbus. It was determined that' while continu
ing to use the uniform distribution at Columbus, it was 
necessary"to'increase this volume to about 20 vehicles per 
minute. Such an assumption would begin changing the prob
lem to something far different than the Columbus-Broadway 
intersection.

Total volume of hydrocarbons emitted versus the 
total tim'e in the system is shown in Fig. 18. The entire 
distribution is considerably different than that of a. 
single vehicle in the system (Fig. 12). The bottom portion 
of the curve, moving from right to left, represents increas
ing red time presented to Broadway. This trend continues 
to about 38- or 40- seconds of red time per cycle. This is
the same as the constant portion of E in Fig. 17. DuringBG
this range of red times, the effect of the vehicles waiting 
at Columbus, and those traveling on Broadway are about, 
equal, even though the total time is decreasing.

The upper portion of the curve, progressing from 
left to right represents increasing red time. This portion
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of the etsrv® reflects the effects of increased red time to 
'both total time in the system and pollution level* This 
upper portion of the curve is of similar shape but lesser 
slope than the curve for the single vehicle distribution* 
(Fig* 12). ■



CHAPTER 5

EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

5e1 Extensions of this Study 
Investigations into the quantification of air poll-* 

ution as effected by traffic flow factors is virtually a 
wide open field* Although much %wrk is being don© in the 
field of investigating the when, what and how a vehicl® 
emits pollutants„ nothing In the literature indicates that 
any consideration has been' given to quantifying or explain® 
ing the interaction between the level of ©mission and 
specific traffic flow factors* Someday a dollar .cost must 
be placed on the change in pollution brought about by the 
manipulation of traffic flow factors* When this is done 
the traffic engineer, the sanitation engineer, and the 
general public will be in a position, to make meaningful 
decisions concerning the interrelationship between traffic 
flow efficiency and pollution level* This is an area in 
which much work can be don©*

This thesis was concerned only with modeling a sit® 
nation of limited scope* The natural extension of this 
model would be an investigation of a more general model 
including not only a more comprehensive physical and . ■
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traffic situation, but also the variability of the driver 
and his driving habits, weather, congestion, road eondi=» 
tions, and the interactions between these*

An initial step that certainly is worthy of eonsid«=> 
©ration is the utilization of existing traffic flow simula
tors 0 It seems reasonable that a simulator such as that 
developed by Kell̂ **'̂  could be easily adapted to study the 
emission levels concurrent with a study of traffic flow.

As investigation of the relationship between pollu
tion and the variables and parameters of a traffic flow 
model including multilane, 2 way traffic with normal assor
ted inputs and losses should b© conductede The purpose of 
such an investigation would be to determine if the relation
ships noted in this basic model still hold, and in general, 
to more completely quantify these eause-effeet relationships* 

An avenue of particular interest is the possible 
relationship between total time in the system and auto 
emissions as discussed in Chapter 3e The traffic engineer 
is presently apprehensive of becoming a scapegoat in this 
relationship„ If it can be show that a traffic engineer, 
in achieving minimum time in the system for a platoon of 
vehicles, is simultaneously achieving near minimum ©mission 
levels for that platoon, then a major step forward has been 
made* The traffic engineer will be presented with a 
further argument in justification of his selecting total
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time as a measure of traffic flow effectiveness,, Similarly, 
the sanitation engineer will be consoled in the knowledge 
that another aspect of ■ vehicular air pollution is being 
contained at a relative minimum. Thus, further study 
should be made with a general model to investigate more 
fully this apparent relationship' between pollution level 
and total time in the system.

Another area of interest concerns the effects of 
input distributions on air pollution. It is Important to 
emphasize the fact that the level of pollutants emitted Is 
in fact a function of the input distributions. These dis=- 
tributions influence the selection of appropriate light 
timing.

The ease stmdy just discussed has been a simplified 
version of the mathematical.model of section 4,2, The case 
study has used an input distribution with a single node, 
representative of that area at a selected- time. This 
single node distribution was a fortunate observation. Use 
of this distribution allowed consideration of the model 
using a synchronized cycle length and phase offset. The 
only variable necessary under these.circumstances- was the 
amount of red time per cycle presented to Broadway,

It should be understood that if distribution £m 
were in fact a bi^modal distribution, then the problem 
would'b@ somewhat different. With such a distribution, it
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Is probable that the synchronized cycle length and offset 
would not necessarily yield the best solution,'' Thus, with 
such a distribution the model would be further extended.tb 
allow consideration of not only green time, but also the 
cycle-length and phase offset. This would appear to be an 
avenue for natural extension of the model.

If it is determined that the cruise emission rates 
are not a linear function of velocity, then these ©mission 
equations can readily be changed. When sufficient data has 
been collected on the other pertinent pollutants involved 
in the photochemical smog problem, then' these may readily 
be incorporated into a model. The determination of rela® 
tiv© importance by types of pollutants will warrant the 
use of weighting factors to"allow a combining of these 
pollutants into a total effective ©mission factor. Exten
sion of the model to include costs of tire wear and gaso
line consumption would provide a comprehensive model with 
which to evaluate not only air pollution, but general 
costs of traffic flow,

5,2 Conclusions 
There exists evidence that certain traffic flow 

factors.do exert considerable influence on the volume of 
hydrocarbons emitted from a vehicle. For example, the mere 
inclusion of an ill-timed light in an otherwise synchronized



system can raise the level of pollutants emitted from a low 
of about e0Q55 pounds up to as much as *013 pounds of hydro
carbons* In a similar mann@r$.it has been .show that using 
a simultaneous system of signals can increase the level of 
pollutants emitted by approximately an order of magnitude4 
as compared to a progressive light system* This range is . 
from about ,01 pounds for the progressive system,'to .about 
,02 pounds for the simultaneous.

The amount of red time per cycle appears to be a • 
very significant factor affecting the level of pollution. 
Using a cycle length of 60 seconds, increase of the red 
time per cycle can cause a corresponding increase in pollu
tion from about ,006 pounds to about ,010 pounds. This 
same example demonstrated that when considering '& single 
vehicle, the center light should be in phase and of corres
ponding ' cycle length as the synchronized signals. This tim
ing consistently decreases the volume of ©missions over the 
entire rang© of red times.

inputs can b© modeled and simulated to determine the opti
mal red time or'range of red times to minimize air pollu
tion for given input distributions. This was demonstrated 
in a ease1 study which utilized a single node input distri
bution, There are strong' reasons to believe$ based on pre
liminary data9 that the'model is very distribution-dependent.
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It has also been shown that for a single vehicle 

input9 minimization of the total time in the system will 
minimis© the total hydrocarbon pollution. However,/ the 
decrease of pollution with respect to time is non=-lineare 
A similar relationship exists when a distribution of 
vehicles is the input to the system. However, .this rela
tionship is not yet clearly defined and leaves room for 
further study.
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Co v p i l f  FORTRAN* EXECUTE FORTRAN* DU'-’P

DIMENSION FT(35) * E L (3 5 ) > H (1S ) ,FTOT(35)
DIMENSION RA(35) »R5(35) *AD(35) *ADT(35) * PP.BibC) 
DIMENSION ECOM.B (35) »TFL ( 35 ) , I TOT (35) ,TET(35), TTSUM(55 )
D 1> D2 ARE LENGTHS OF BLOCKS (M ILES)
VL1»VL2 ARE CORRESPONDING SPEED LIMITS (MPH)
REA ̂  5,ni,D2,VLl,VL2 

5 FORMAT(RES.0)
PRINT A04
0 = 2600(5.
ADJ=G/(2.*10.**5)
TCK1=A0J/VL1

0FSET,CYCL3,RED3 APPLY TO LAST SIGNAL(SECONDS)
READ 5, OESET »CYCL3 >RED3
H IS INPUT DISTRIBUTION 

REAR 5 > (H(J),J = 1 ,14)
OFSET=OFSET/3600.
CYCL3 = CYC L 3/3 6 G 0.
RED3=RED3/36GC.
J = 0 
1=0. 
r =0 
WGT = 0
DO R82 m = i ,14 

982 WGT = WGT + H (M )
WAITING TIME 
W T = 0 .
CYCLE LENGTH OF CENTER LIGHT (SECONDS)
1 C Y = 7 0 
CY = ICY
CYCL2=CY/3600.

ACCELERATION RATE IN MPH/SEC 
AC = 2.
ACLD=AC*3600.
PHASE OFFSET OF CENTER LIGHT(SECONDS)
I P S 2 = 4 5 
P 2 = I PS ?
PHS2=P2/3600.
ECNS T = WGT*(2.9983*VL1 + 90.)* 10.**(-3)*(D 1-ADJ)/VL1

RED TP'E PER CYCLE FOR CENTER LIGHT (SECONDS)
DO non IRD2=10,60,2 
R 2 = IRD?
RD2=R2/3600.



K=K + 1 
L = 0
ENTRY TIME INTO TiIE SYSTEM 
DC 980 I T = 3 » 72, 5,
E N T = I T
TE=ENT/3600.
L = L+1
If(IT-3)904,902,904
WITH NO CENTER LIGHT '

902 J=J+1 
15 EI=0.

F A 1=0 .
TCI = D1 / V L 1
EC1=3600.*((8.33*VL1+250.)*10.**(-7. 

20 TA?=(VL2-VL1)/ACLD
DA2=VL1*TA2+.5*ACLD*TA2*TA2 
DC?=D2-DA2 ' -
EA2=(.P0)*TA2 
TC2=DC2/VL2 f
EC2=3A00.*((8.33*VL2+250.)*l0.**(-7. 
E2=EI+EA1+EC1+EA2+EC2 ,
PRINT 25,E2
PRINT 404
P23(J)=F2 // :

904 CONTINUE /
WITH CENTER LIGHT 

ICO TH = D1/V L 1 
TA1=0.
0A1=0.
EAl=o.
TH1=TH +TE
IF(TH1-PHS2)110,110,105

110 IF(DHS2-OD2)120,120,111
111 IF(T H 1-(PHS2-RD2) )180 ,180,11 5
115 TC1=PHS?-RD2-TE 

Z = 0 •
GO TO 170 

120 TC1=PHS2/2.TTE 
Z = 0 . !
GO TO 170 '

105 IF(THl-(PHS2+CYCL2~RD2))116,116,125
116 TF( (TH1-TCK1 )-PHS2)117,117,180
117 7=0.
118 D C1= D1-A D J 

TC1=DC1/VL1 
DD1=ADJ
GO TO 1170 

125 IF(THl-(PHS2 + CYCL2) )1 35 , 135 ,140 
135 TC1=PHS2+CYCL2-RD2-TE

72
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))*TC1

))*TC2
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Z = 1.
GO TO ]70

140 IF(TH1-(PH52 + 2 # *CYCL0-R02) )141 ,141,145 
14] IF( (TH1-TGK1 ) - ( PH52 -HOYf L2 ) ) 142 , 142 , IPO 
142 7=1.

GO TO IIP
145 IF(TH1-(PHS2+2.*CYCL?))150,150,180 
150 TC1=PHS2+2.*CYCL2-RD?-TE 

Z = 2.
GO TO 170

RATE REQUIRED TO DECEL OVER REMAINING DISTANCE
170 DC1=VL1*TC1

nni=ni-nci
Ir (nnl~Anj)1170,1170,118 

n 70 dcpt=(-i.*(VLi*vLi))/(2.*nni) 
ir((-DCRT)-0)171,171,180

171 T0H=-VL1/DCRT
IF(TE+TC1+TDH-(PHS2+Z*CYCL2))172,172,174"

' STOPPED AT CENTER LIGHT
172 DR=0.

TD1=TDH
TW2=PHS2+Z*CYCL2-TC1-TD1-TE
E'./2= ( .15 ) ̂ TW2 V L O = C .
GO TO 174
ONLY SLOWED,NO STOP AT CENTER LIGHT 

174 TD1=PHS2+Z*CYCL2-TC1-TE
DD1=VL1*TD1+.5*DCRT*TD1**2
VL0=VL1+TD1*DCRT
DP=D1-DC1-DD1

176 EC1 = 3 6 0 0 . ( 8 . 3 3 * VL1+250.)*10.**(-7.))*TC1 
EDI=(.P0)*TD1 

182 TA2=(VL2-VLO)/ACLD 
EA 2 =(.80)*TA2
nA7=VLO*TA7+.5*ACLD*TA7**2
DC2=D2+DR-DA2
CHECK FOR DECELERATION IN LAST BLOCK 
TC2H=DC2/VL2
T=TA1+TC1+TD1+TW2+TA2+TC2H+TE 
IF(T-OFSET)700,710,710 

700 STOP 700
710 IF(T-(OFSET+CYCL3-RED3))712,712,714 
713 IF(T-(OFSET+CYCL3+ADJ/VL2))715,715,712 
712 TC2=TC?H

EC?=3600.*((8.33*VL2+250.)*]0.**(-7.))*TC?
E D 2 = 0 .
TD?=0.
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DD?=0.
E W 3 = 0,
T V 3 = 0 •
E A 3 = 0 •
T A 3 = 0 .
D A 3 = 0 •
GO TO 300

715 7 J = 1 .
GO TO 7 3 A 

714 Io (T-(OFSET + CYCL3 ) ) 71 A , 718,716
716 IF(T-(OFSET + 2.*CYCL3-RFD3) )713 ,712 ,720
718 ZJ=1.

IF(T-TC2H-(OFSET + CYCL3-RED3))719,725,725
725 IF(DC2-ADJ)727,727,726
726 DC2=DC2-ADJ 
720 TC2=DC2/VL2

EC2=360 0.*((8.33*VL2+250.)*l0.**(-7.))*TC2
nn?=ADj
GO TO 734

727 002=002 
002=0.
T03 = 0 •
E02=O.
GO TO 734 '

719 T02 = OFSET + 7.J*CY0L3“ RED3-( T-T02H) 
E02=3600.*((8.33*VL2+250.)*lO.**(-7.))*T02

730 D02=VL2*T02 
D02=D2+DR-DA2-DC2
IF(002-400)734,734,741 

741 002=002+002-ADJ 
GO TO 728 

734 00RT=(-!.*(VL2**2))/(2**002)
T0H=-VL2/D0RT 
I F ( (-00RT)-G)732,732,731

731 002=02+0R-0A2 
GO TO 712

732 T7=T“T02H+T02+T0H 
IF(T2-(OFSET+ZJ*CYCL3))740,740,7 50

740 T02=TDH
E02 =(.3 0)* T 0 2 
TW3=OFSET+ZJ*CYCL3-T2 
EW3=(.16)*TW3 
GO TO 300 

7 50 TD2=OFSET+ZJ*CYOL3-(T2-TDH)
ED2=(.30)*T02
nn2=VL?*TD2+.5*(D0RT*T02**2) 
002=02+09-042-002-002
VL3=VL2+TD7*DCRT >
TA3 = (-VL3 + SGRTF ( VL3**2 + 2.*ACLD-*DR2 ) ) /ACLD 
EA3=(.80)*TA3
DA3=VL3*TA3+.5*ACLD*TA3**2 
GO TO 300
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720 ZJ = 2 .

TC2=TC?H •
GO TO 730

C
C PASS CENTER LIGHT IN GREEN

18° TCI=TH 
DC1=D1
ECl = 3f>on.*( ( 8.33*VL 1 + 250. )*T0.**(-7.))*TC1
VL0=VL1 
DD1=0•
T D1 = 0.
ED]=0.
TV.'2 = 0.
E W 2 = 0.
DP = 0.
GO TO 1P 2

C
C E IS THE TOTAL ‘MAIN STREET EMISSION FOR'ONE VEHICLE

300 E=EC1+EC2+EA1+EA2+ED1+FW2+EI+ED2+EA3+EW3 
DT=DA1+DC1+DD1+DA2+DC2 +DD2+DA3 
TT = TAl + TCl + TDl + TW2 + TA2 + TC2 + TD2 + TA3 + TV/3 
PRINT 403, TT,TC1*TD1, TW2,T A 2 ,TC2,T D2 * TW3,T A3,W T ,CY »

1A C » E N T>IPS2,IRD2*E '
E D1=0.
EW?=0.
T 2 = 0.
T D1 = 0 .
EL(L>=E*H(L)
TEL(L)=TT*H(L)
A=TD1+TA2+TD2+TA3
AD(L)=A*H(L)

980 CONTINUE.
.DO 981 IY=1» L 
TET(K)=TET(i<)+TEL{ I Y)
ADT(K)=ADT(K)+AD(IY)

981 ET(K ) =ET(K )+EL( IY) /
C
C .SIDE STREET EMISSIONS 

E IS = 0
T OF ?=APJ/VL2
PCR2 = PHS2 + CYCL2-RD2,
TG3V2=6.243/3600. ;
OC3=OFSET+CYCL3 
OCR3=OC3-RED3 . '
DK=60./5280.
PIR = 10. . '

- KL = 6
RATE=RIR*60.
ARRT=RATE*CYCL2 
ARRW=RATE*(CYCL2-RD2)
IARRT=ARRT+.5 
I ARRV'/ = ARRW+ . 5



STPT=IA^RT/2 
inx=irv-Tc,n2
DFCFLFPATE EMISSIONS 
VLS=?5.
DCRTS=(-1.*(VLS**2))/(2.*ADJ)
TDS=-VLS/DCRTS
D P R V.' = I A R R W
EDS= ( .3 ) *TDS*DRR'.V
IDLE EMISSIONS 

! DO ?00 JA = KL »IDX,KL 
oy=JA

?P0 ETS=FIS+(.I6)*DX/360P.
TAS=(SOPTF(2.*ACLD*DK))/ACLD 
EA S = (.no)*TAS*STRT 
TUPN=IARRT-IARRT/2 
ITRN=TUPN 
TAT=VL2/ACL"
EAT= ( .9.0) *TAT 
DAT=.5*ACLD*TAT**2 
ESUM=0 
T IME = 0
nr?T=n?+nK-DAi 
TC?HT=nC?T/VL2 
tadt=c

SIDE STREET TURNING EMISSIONS
DO 2 05 N = ],ITRN
T CT = 0
TDT = 0
TUT = 0
T A R = 0
A N = N
TFS=(3.*AN-2.)/3 6 0 0•
TT5=PCR2 +TES+TAT+TC2HT 
IF(TTS-OCR3-TG3V2 )601,612,512

612 IF(TTS-(OCR3+TCK2))602,613,613
613 I E (T TS-0C3)60 3,614,6]A
614 IE(TTS-(OC3+TCK2)) 604,601,601
601 TCT=TC2HT 

GO TO 620
602 TCT=OCR3-(PCR2+TES+TAT) 

DC2T=VL2*TCT 
DDT=D2+DK-DAT-DC2T
TDT = VL?/( (VL2**2)/(2.*DDT) )
TV/T = 0C3- ( PCR2 + TES4-TAT + TCT + TP.T ) 
GO TO 620

603 TrT=(nr?T-Anj)/VL2
TpT = VL2/ (VL2**2/(2.*AOj) ) 
TWT=OC3-(PCR2+TES+TAT+TCT+TDT) 
GO TO 620
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6 04 TCT=(DC2T-ADJ)/VL2

TDT=OC3-(PCR2+TES+TAT+TCT) 
n>CRT = -l .*(VL2**2 ) / ( 2.*ADJ)
DDT=VL2*TDT+.5*(DCRT)*TDT**2 
DCT=DC2T-Anj 
DRA=D2+DK-DAT-DCT-DDT 
VL'5=VL2 + TDT*DCRT
TAR=(-VL?+SORTF(VL3**2+2.*ArLn*DRA))/ACLD 

620 ECT=(2.99R8*VL2+9C.)*IC.**(-3)*TCT 
EDT=(.^0)*TDT 
EWT=(•16)*TWT 

. E A T R =(.P0)*TAR
EX=EAT+ECT+EDT+EWT+EATR
ESUM=ESUM+EX
t a d t =t a t + t d t + t a r + t a d t
T IN'E = TIME + TAT + TCT + TDT + TWT + TAR+TES

205 CONTINUE
R5(K ) =TADT + TDS*DRRW + TAS*STRT 
AW=IDX/?
AWTT=AW/T6R0.
T TOT(K )=TIME + AWTT*ARRW + TAS^ETRT + TDS*DRRW 
ETOT(K )=ESUM+EAS+EIS+EDS 
TTIME=TIME+AWTT*ARRW+TAS*STRT 
PRINT 206
PRINT 207,EIS,EAS,ESUM * T TIM E

990 CONTINUE
DO 218 JJ=1,K
TTSUM(J J )=TET(JJ)+TTOT(JJ)
R4(JJ)=R5(JJ)+ADT(JJ)

218 ECOM3(JJ)=ET(JJ)+ETOT(JJJ+ECNST 
POINT ?np,FT 
PRINT ?OR,FTOT 
PRINT 20R,FCNST 
PRINT 2 08 ? ECOMB 
PRINT 208,TTSUM 
PRINT 2 n 8 , R 4

25 FORMAT(5 X ,2 8HEMISSI ON FOR TWO LIGHTS IS »
1 FIF.o,15HEMISSICNS FOR TWO RLOCKS ) -

206 FORMAT(5X,25HEIS,EAS,ESUM, TTIME
207 FORMAT(5 X ,5 FI 5.8)
208 FORMAT(5X,5FI2.8,/)
403 FORMAT(5X,9F7.4, 3F5.1,F7.2 ,2 I 6,F12.8)
404 F0pmaT (8X38H TT TCI Tni T'//2 TA2 

14AH TD2 T W 3 TA? UT CY AC TE
21OHPHS RD , 5X, 2HE )

410 FORMAT(5X,8F10.7)
411 FORMAT(5X,16HP0LLUTION MATRIX )
412 FORMAT(5X,3H )
413 FORMAT(8FI 0.8 )
414 FORMAT(5X,26HTHIS IS TO SEPERATE DECKS )
26 STOP 

END

)

TO 2 , 
,
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